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The ultimate goal of user experience design regardless 
of industry and medium is to create devices that are 
simple, intuitive, elegant, and immediately or readily 
usable with minimal reference to support documentation. 
When applied well, these concepts form positive user 
response to all parts of product introduction, 
acknowledgement, acceptance and purchase: And, 
ultimately, when the product is to be disposed, loyalty, 
and return to the same brand.

In the mobile domain, these truths are of imminent 
importance. But in the mobile domain it must go one 
step further. UX professionals must also focus heavily 
on forward thinking and related innovation. The mobile 
domain is arguably the most dynamic sector of 
technology and is overlapping more and more with other 
technologies, communication and  computational 
devices. Hence, devices are becoming more complex 
and it is the positive transmission of very complex and 
integrated technology into a very pleasant consumable 
form that will ultimately spell success. 

User Experience Design Philosophy
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Carrier Knowledge

NTT DoCoMo
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China Unicom

AT&T

Verizon

Sprint / Nextel

T-Mobile

US Cellular

Rogers

Telus

Alltel

VIVO

Cricket

Orange

Vodafone

T-Mobile International

Telefonica 

Telecom Italia

AsiaAmericasEurope
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Application Expertise

Personalize

Ring Styles

Manner Mode

Airplane Mode

General Settings

Idle

Main Menu

Overall Menu Architecture

Application Interrelation

External Display

Touch Screen Interactions

File Manager

Pictures and Videos

Online Albums

Picture and Video Editing

Camera

Sounds and Recording

Music Player

Mobile TV

Digital Content Dist

Voice Calling

Video Calling

Recent Calls/Call Logs

PTT

PTX

SMS Messaging

MMS Messaging

Unified  Messaging

Email

IM

Phonebook

Calendar

Calculator

Shortcuts

Presence & LBS

Mobile Browser

Java Applications

Bluetooth

Infrared

SettingsGeneral Entertainment Productivity
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Selected  Work Partners

Appeal

BenQ

Pantech

WiPro

Motorola

Samsung

Intel

Magic 4

AsiaAmericasEurope
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Have worked to ensure seamless integration with international 

clients incorporating the following approaches:

� Adjusted US workday schedules, aligning as closely as 

possible to work partners’ time zones

� Making use of the appropriate teleconferencing, including 

phone, video, WebEx and Net Meeting

� Working with partners to determine the need for face-to-face 

meetings, based upon budget and project needs, and 

schedule accordingly 

� Working onsite with partners as much as necessary to assist 

in the successful coordination of work efforts

Working Across Time Zones
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Hardware Testing 

Software Testing

User Personas

User Interface Style Guides

User Interface Specification Applications

Examples of Interface Specification Applications-1

Examples of Interface Specification Applications-2

Graphic Design

Screen Layout Specifications

Mobile Device Research & Design
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End-User Studies

Have conducted end-user studies of many different hardware prototypes, 

ranging from fully functional, pre-production prototypes to plastic models.  

Have conducted experimental studies both in our facilities and at 

manufacturers’ facilities.

Focus Areas

Studies of mobile hardware can focus on many different areas, including:

� Haptic feedback of keys and other pressable areas

� Comfort of holding the handset in the hand or against the face 

� Anthropometric issues affecting button sizes and form factor

� Aesthetics of the handset design. 

Reporting the Findings

Provided clients with results in a variety of formats:

� A written report with photos summarizing user comments and observed 

behaviors, quantitative results, etc.

� Digital video from state-of-the-art camera configurations

� Product visualizations, created by industrial and graphic designers

Hardware Testing
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Conducted many studies of software interfaces for mobile 

phones. Past projects have included heuristic evaluations, 

or review of the interface by usability and design experts, 

and usability studies with end users. 

Reported the Findings

Have Identified: 

� Interface issues

� Issues due to the interaction of hardware and 

software design.

Worked with graphic design teams to design and test 

interfaces for mobile devices, and thus have provided not 

only a summary of the usability session and visual 

mockups of the proposed interface redesign or user 

interaction specifications.

Software Testing
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User Personas provide a representation of the real users. This document is a 

reference point describing the end users lifestyle, needs, goals, and desires. 

User Personas consist of one to two page portfolios for each persona with 

details about the users’ lifestyle and usage of mobile phones.

Lifestyle details include key information such as demographics, life goals and 

attitudes. Usage details include key user goals, how the mobile phone fits in 

their lifestyle, importance of mobile phones in their lives, their usage, emotional 

connection to the mobile phone, behavior patterns, tasks, environment and 

attitudes of the persona with respect to their mobile phone.

Possible formats for the personas documentation may be magnets, posters, 

interactive simulations, booklets or brochures. The personas outline user 

characteristics and behaviors that drive the user requirements detailed in User 

Interface Style Guides, User Interface Specifications, Graphic and 

Industrial Design project briefs. 

User Personas
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What are UI Style Guides?

The Style Guide is a document containing the guidelines and principles which 

form the framework of a mobile user interface (touch or hard key). 

What is in the documentation?

Screen Building Blocks

The screen building blocks are the screen components and how the

components fit together and react to the user’s actions. Examples include soft 

keys, title bars, scroll bars, and status areas. 

Navigation Paradigm 

The navigation paradigm is how the user navigates within a screen and 

throughout the UI, including multitasking and state retention, back paths, action 

based, object based, or both, and so on.

Global Rules 

Global rules are common guidelines for consistency in the UI, including 

consistent hard and soft key usage and consistent task completion. The global 

rules provide designers and implementers with a basis from which to make 

decisions about how the UI will work, regardless of application.

How is the document used?

The Style Guide is a reference for designing and implementing the framework 

of the user interface. It dictates what is created in the User Interface 

Specifications for Applications.

User Interface Style Guides
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What are UI Application Specifications?

The UI Application Specifications provide a clear presentation of the details 

pertinent to the implementation of an application. 

What is in the documentation?

A wireframe representation of the application screens and task flows, based on 

the guidelines and principles created in documents such as the UI Style Guide, 

user personas, scenarios, use cases and user requirements 

Task Flow(s)

Task flows provide a high-level picture of an application or a task, illustrating 

the movements from one screen to others. 

Application Screens

Application screens depict how information provided by the application is 

displayed on the screen, using the screen building blocks defined in the Style 

Guide (textual content, icons, animations, hard and soft key actions, and so on).

How is the documentation used?

The UI Application Specifications are used to communicate the application 

design for acceptance, implementation and testing.

User Interface Application Specifications
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External Display and Touch Screens
The External Displays screen found on the outside cover of a clamshell mobile 
phone as well as emerging touch screen technologies and input methods have 
changed the user’s expectation on what can be done. Embraced the technology 
and opportunity to create new innovative experiences on External Display and 
on touch screen devices, some of the experiences include listening to music, 
taking pictures, viewing pictures, changing ring modes, placing calls with a 
headset attached and reading messages.

Contacts
Worked with client generated user personas to develop user interface 
specifications for the contacts application. The user interface application 
designs included a new approach to integrate presence and location based 
services throughout the contacts application. In addition, designed the 
organization and management tasks associated with the contacts application.

Recent calls
Melded the carrier and user requirements to create a simple streamlined 
experience for the end user. The Recent Calls experience included simple and 
quick notification mechanisms, organization of the call records, communication 
tasks, and management tasks.

Messaging
Played a key role in the evolution of the mobile phone messaging experience, 
for SMS, IM, MMS, and full POP email. Have simplified, stylized, and matured 
the messaging user experience across the global markets.

Settings
Delivered an array of customization application designs for mobile phones from 
Connectivity to Personalization. Simplified the information architecture of the 
global settings tree into user tested groupings and based the organization on 
task priority and user needs.

Examples of User Interface Application Design-1

External Display UI screen shots. Client: Motorola
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Media Library
As the mobile phone has evolved into a combined device, including 
multimedia and phone services, a need for converged multimedia 
management was arisen and was introduced.  Determined the needed use 
cases to design an innovated media library. The use cases included 
managing media files, sharing media files, and integrating the media library 
across the other applications on the phone, such as applying a music file to 
your ring tone.

Music Player
Created several music player user interface specifications, including 
application designs for several major operators and leading mobile phone 
manufactures. The music players designed support downloading, 
streaming, finding music, sharing music and managing the music files and 
how the user listens to the music, for example creating play lists and rating 
music.  

Picture Gallery 
Picture gallery designs have incorporated editing, printing, management, 
sharing, and browsing. Have enriched the picture gallery experience on the 
mobile phone by incorporating picture and video editing. The editing use 
cases allowed the user to crop, correct red eye, and other effects. 

Accessories
The application integration between an accessory and the mobile phone is 
a critical to the success of the accessory. Ensured this success through the 
user interface design on the phone and accessory. Assessing the tasks and 
user needs across both the phone and the accessory allowed for seamless 
integration between the 2 devices. Our experience in accessory application 
design, spans the user interface, graphic, and industrial designs.

Examples of User Interface Application Design-2

Medial Library UI screen shots

Music Player UI screen shots 

Picture Gallery UI screen shots
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Worked with Graphic Designers as a part of a multidisciplinary team to 

communicate ideas and create meaningful experiences with client products. 

In the telecommunication domain, our team created graphics, developed 

icons and user interfaces for Motorola and other clients

Graphic Design

Graphical Skin and Icon Designs. Client: Motorola
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What are Screen Layout Specifications?

The Screen Layout Specifications…

� delivers pixel-perfect placement and dimensions of the screen building 

blocks found on the mobile device screen (title bars, icons, and text field)

� provide details on how each building block reacts to user interaction. An 

example would be the ability to show how a ‘soft’ onscreen button 

appears when it is in both pressed and un-pressed states. 

� define attributes of fonts like size and color.

How is the documentation created?

Each Screen Layout Specification is adapted to the unique requirements of 

the handset screen size and resolution as well as the branding requirements 

of the manufacturer. 

How is the documentation used?

The Screen Layout Specifications is used by software developers to place or 

“draw” the graphical representation of the building blocks onto the screen of 

the device. 

Screen Layout Specifications
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Motorola Hint QA3 

Motorola V3A

Motorola Rapture VU30

Motorola VU204

Motorola W755 in Black Slate

Motorola E310

Motorola V810

Mobile Device Product Examples
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Motorola Hint QA3 |
Slider with QWERTY Keyboard (ALLTEL, Cricket, Metro PCS)
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Motorola V3A |
Razr Clamshell Device (ALLTEL, Cricket, Metro PCS)
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Motorola Rapture VU30 |
Clamshell Device (Verizon)
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Motorola VU204 | 
Clamshell Device (Verizon)
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Motorola W755 in Slate Black | 
Clamshell Device (Verizon)
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Motorola E310 |
Clamshell Device (Cricket)
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Motorola V810 | 
Clamshell Device (US Cellular) 
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Motorola V9 | 
Clamshell Device (AT&T) 
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Expert Mobile UX Analysis for Samsung

MediaFLO – Converging the Mobile Phone with TV

Intel Viiv Digital Home

Selected Related Projects
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Expert Mobile UX Analysis for Samsung |
TOUCHSCREEN HANDSET EVALUATION

Motorola 
Krave

LG Dare

Samsung 
Instinct

LG enV 2

Sony Ericsson 
TM506

Sony Ericsson 
w350

Motorola Adventure 
v750

HTC Touch 
Diamond

G1 Google 
Phone
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Usability Testing and User Interface Design

Usability research and design iteration is key component to insure success 

of a new product. Conducted user research and provide design 

recommendations for a new mobile phone and TV device. 

The goals for this project were to evaluate the usability of the TV application 

on a mobile phone and provide design recommendations for the final user 

interface design. To meet these goals HumanCentric conducted usability 

tests, with end users, evaluating the navigation paradigm used for channel 

searching, including the channel/show guide as well as the controls used 

while watching TV. Because this device was also a mobile phone, 

HumanCentric also evaluated how the TV application integrated with the 

other applications on the phone, such as calling and messaging. This was a 

key aspect of user interface design to ensure a seamlessly converged device. 

The results from this research determined the user interface design 

improvements needed for the final product design. Where HumanCentric 

provided new user interface designs along with the full usability testing report.

Converging the Mobile Phone with TV

UI screen shots 
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10-Foot User Interface Design and Heuristic Analyses

Intel contracted HumanCentric to conduct over 100 human factors and usability 

heuristic analyses of Intel co-branded content provider sites which are 

accessed from a television-like viewing experience.

The heuristic reviews were conducted in HumanCentric’s usability labs and 

took place in various languages with the assistance of local translators. The 

HumanCentric team worked closely with the Intel team to identify usability goals 

and strategies for evaluating web-hosted applications in order to encourage 

consistency, ease-of-use and a seamless user experience.

Over the course of the project, a set of recommended guidelines were 

generated which provided the benefit of having a single point of reference for 

the Intel team. As a part of the program, Dan Mauney, Manager of Human 

Factors, was invited to co-present at the 2006 Intel Developer’s Forum on the 

topic of 10-foot user interface usability. 

Intel Viiv Digital Home

10-foot UI screen shots
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711 W Gordon Terrace 107
Chicago, IL 60613

Ph. 919-414-1347
www.linkedin.com/in/marvinsmith

MARVIN L. SMITH


